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Black Mirror
Series 4 (2017)

'Hang the DJ'

1. What does the electronic device 'Coach' do for its users?

2. When people are eventually assigned lifelong partners, what it the success rate?

3. When Frank violates his and Amy's agreement that they would not look at the expiry date. 'Coach'
recalculates their relationship status and reduces their time from 5 years down to what?

4. When Frank and Amy try to escape, their world fades away and revealed to be what?

'Metalhead'

5. What is different about this episode compared to all episode in the series?

6. What kind of guard is dog?

7. How does Bella blind dog?

8. When Bella destroys dog with a shotgun, its shrapnel embeds trackers in her body. One gets
embedded in her jugular vein. What device does Bella use to say her final goodbyes?

'Black Museum'

9. What did museum owner Rob Haynes previously recruit people for?

10. What did Dr. Peter Dawson's technology allow him to do in order to help his patients with their
diagnosis?

11. The main exhibit in the museum is a holographic Clayton Leigh. What was Clayton before his death?

12. Who is Nish revealed to be?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Chooses their relationship partners and durations
2. 99.8%
3. 20 hours
4. A simulated reality used by a dating app
5. It is filmed in black and white
6. Robotic guard

7. With paint
8. A walkie-talkie
9. Experiment medical technology
10. Feel his patients' physical sensations
11. Convicted murderer put to death by electric chair
12. The daughter of Clayton
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